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It brought tears to my eyes! Robert Okumu Kampala, Uganda How on earth did he conceive such an idea? In
Uganda, rats are pretty destructive and the reason we keep cats is to send the rats to their creator to avoid more
havoc! But what i read about this innovation is simply amazing. How i wish in Uganda we would have those
rats to help the government in Northern Uganda where people are resettling in their communities after war
with LRA rebels. Steven Kwizera Los Angeles, CA I have always thought of rats as annoying pests, only good
when they are dead; but i now have new-found respect for the duties that these rodents can do for humanity.
That too was powerful, and it goes a long way in telling us humans , that we do indeed have to respect all
birds and animals because of purposes we may not know or in fact, understand. Ho Chin Minh, Vietnam This
is my first time I have seen such wonderful work rats can save human life. It makes me feel guilty to kill the
same species in the house but not now any more jaikish delhi incredible. Bart and your team, i commend you
and wish you much more success. Verity Gonzalez Merida, Merida Venezuela Its a wonderful job, i hope the
program will be extended to other countries that have the same situation These rats will be heroes around the
world It is such an important work! I myself train rats in a psychology course and found this report of peculiar
importance for the usage of rats to make our world a little better, Congratulations to all of your team,
including the rats! Gulp Gloop London I always knew rats were very smart creatures! I used to have very bad
warts on my hands and I had a pet rat My rats saliva actually got rid of the warts and they have never grown
back since Created by God, trained by man. Even alligators and rats! I love God for His creativity and am
continually amazed at all his creation. God bless you Bart! Kudos to all involved! I found the site easily
through google since a Dutch national paper wrote an article on the hero rats, giving APOPO among other
clues. Janet Howe Wonderful story, wonderful organization, wonderful person. Thanks for sharing the story.
Sarah Washington, DC What a great story! It was inspiring and heart-warming to see that these furry creatures
are given some positive press. Now if we could get all the nations to stop putting land mines in Thanks to Bart
and his staff including the furry ones for their efforts. We need more of it. If there were more people on earth
like him, or doing things like him, it would be a much better place. Also I do have a Gambian giant rat - also
as pet. Going to train some rats back home. Martin Galle Landau, Germany www. Phantastic what they do
with theses animals to save lives from the horrible land mines. Flicitations et longue vie ce projet. Ali Allen,
TX To be honest, I have always thought of rats as creepy-crawling creatures roaming the sewers that I really
have no interest in whatsoever. However, this episode has entirely altered my point of view on these rodents. I
had no idea that rats are actually intelligent creatures and are capable of being trained-- especially to
accomplish the heroic task of detecting landmines and saving numerous lives. These rats truly are heroes, and
might even get the job done slightly better than the typical canine because, as the video states, the rats "weigh
less, are cheaper to maintain and less susceptible to tropical disease". I applaud Bart Weejen, the owner and
trainer of the rats, for his determination to make the world a better place, even after being turned down and
laughed at numerous times, all through his love for rats. Who knew that an animal attached to such negative
ideas as filth and disease could actually be saving lives? I knew that there were land mines in Africa but I had
no idea that they caused such a threat to living life for these people. The thought that a bomb could go off
when those little children were running around the schoolyard is a horrible one. Land mines are a real problem
in Africa and the rats are really helping there, but with the idea that rats can diagnose Tuberculosis these hero
rats can be taken worldwide. Although these rats are heroes, if one of them saved my life I would not go up
and hug and kiss it; a rat is a rat. Allen, TX I knew that rats were used in a lot of research, but I had no idea
that they could be used to detect mines. We have so many amazing creatures already on the earth. I have great
respect for Mr. Bart Weetjens and others pursuing similar research because it is so difficult to acquire funding
and persevere through setbacks. The tuberculosis testing mentioned at the end of the video is especially
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intriguing because it is likely that many more diseases can be detected by rats or even other animals. Randall
Lewis Athens, Ohio I recently watched a pbs show about scientists trying to develop a robot that would be
able to sniff out illegal drugs since it was so expensive to train dogs to do this. It seems that these rats would
be a very interesting substitute for dogs in the war on drugs. I would think they could be trained to sniff out
drugs the same way they sniff out land mines and at a very reduced cost compared to dogs. Glad you enjoyed
it. It is to do with rats helping defuse mines. Also any other animal heroes. You have come to the right place.
You can watch "Hero Rats" from this site on a computer. Just click "watch video. Nogota, Colombia I was
wondering if we can have this system in Colombia. I would love that our Colombian president could get to
know this program. I can interpret if you need any help and I would love to volunteer in any way. I always
knew they are intelligent. But this is incredible. But I have a question. How do you prevent those rats getting
infected with TB? It would be sad if they get infected after helping us. Also, I like the way you trained them
with positive rewards. Congratulations for your success. The world needs more people like you. We asked this
question to Bart and this is his response: Thanks for your enquiry about our rats and tuberculosis. Before
starting the TB program, we sorted this out first. We deliberately infected 8 animals with TB, and none of
them developed the disease. That being said, none of our detection animals are exposed to active TB. They
sniff out sputum samples that have been de-activated, through heating 30 minutes at 80 degrees Celsius. Many
people rightfully have concerns about animal rights. May I tell you that we apply the strictest standards space,
toys, etc.
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Thus emboldened, he went to DC, and after getting savaged by Joe Orlando , got in to see art director Vinnie
Colletta , who recognized talent and arranged for him to get a one-page war-comic job". Maggin , in Unknown
Soldier Sept. Shooter agreed and made Miller the new penciller on the title. As Miller recalled in When I first
showed up in New York, I showed up with a bunch of comics, a bunch of samples, of guys in trench coats and
old cars and such. But as soon as a title came along, when [Daredevil signature artist] Gene Colan left
Daredevil, I realized it was my secret in to do crime comics with a superhero in them. And so I lobbied for the
title and got it. Sales rose so swiftly that Marvel once again began publishing Daredevil monthly rather than
bimonthly just three issues after Miller became its writer. Cover art by Miller and Klaus Janson. Unable to
handle both writing and penciling Daredevil on the new monthly schedule, Miller began increasingly relying
on Janson for the artwork, sending him looser and looser pencils beginning with This peaked when in April
he had the assassin Bullseye kill Elektra, [24] and Daredevil subsequently attempt to kill him. Miller finished
his Daredevil run with issue Feb. Additionally, Miller drew a short Batman Christmas story, "Wanted: The
Annual featured a team-up with Doctor Strange [26] while the Annual showcased a meeting with the Punisher.
Other commitments prevented him from working on the series. The Dark Knight Returns , a four-issue
miniseries printed in what the publisher called "prestige format"â€”squarebound, rather than stapled; on
heavy-stock paper rather than newsprint, and with cardstock rather than glossy-paper covers. It was inked by
Klaus Janson and colored by Lynn Varley. Miller created a tough, gritty Batman, referring to him as "The
Dark Knight" based upon his being called the "Darknight Detective" in some s portrayals, [34] although the
nickname "Dark Knight" for Batman dates back to The Dark Knight Returns influenced the comic-book
industry by heralding a new wave of darker characters. Following his self-contained story "Badlands",
penciled by John Buscema , in June , he co-wrote Jan. Then, with artist David Mazzucchelli , he crafted a
seven-issue story arc that, like The Dark Knight Returns, similarly redefined and reinvigorated its main
character. The storyline, " Daredevil: Born Again ", in â€” Feb. After completing the "Born Again" arc, Frank
Miller intended to produce a two-part story with artist Walt Simonson but it was never completed and remains
unpublished. Love and War in Miller and Sienkiewicz also produced the eight-issue miniseries Elektra:
Assassin for Epic Comics. Both of these projects were critically well received. Assassin was praised for its
bold storytelling, but neither it nor Daredevil: This helped bring Japanese manga to a wider Western audience.
Disagreeing with what he saw as censorship, Miller refused to do any further work for DC, [42] and he would
take his future projects to the independent publisher Dark Horse Comics. From then on Miller would be a
major supporter of creator rights and be a major voice against censorship in comics. Sin City and [ edit ] After
announcing he intended to release his work only via the independent publisher Dark Horse Comics , Miller
completed one final project for Epic Comics , the mature-audience imprint of Marvel Comics. Elektra Lives
Again was a fully painted graphic novel written and drawn by Miller and colored by longtime partner Lynn
Varley. Give Me Liberty was followed by sequel miniseries and specials expanding on the story of protagonist
Martha Washington , an African-American woman in modern and near-future southern North America, all of
which were written by Miller and drawn by Gibbons. Neither was critically well received. After working on
the two Robocop movies, I really thought that was it for me in the business of film. In , Miller started work on
his first Sin City story. Serialized in Dark Horse Presents 51â€”62, it proved to be another success, and the
story was released in a trade paperback. In this story, Miller and artist John Romita Jr. In it became an
animated series on Fox Kids. During this period, Miller became one of the founding members of the comic
imprint Legend, under which many of his Sin City works were released, via Dark Horse. The film was
released in the U. A sequel to the film, Sin City: And I could tell you a lot about Al-Qaeda , but the mysteries
of Islam elude me too. America is at war against a ruthless enemy. Miller has since been romantically linked
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to New York-based Shakespearean scholar Kimberly Halliburton Cox, [78] [79] [80] who had a cameo in The
Spirit Miller has said he opposes naturalism in comic art: They work best as the flamboyant fantasies they are.
I mean, these are characters that are broad and big. I want to see him fly. Born Again and The Dark Knight
Returns were both critical successes and influential on subsequent generations of creators to the point of being
considered classics of the medium. However, later material such as Batman: The Dark Knight Strikes Again
received mixed reviews. Moore previously penned a flattering introduction to an early collected edition of The
Dark Knight Returns, [88] and the two have remained friends. In RoboCop 2 , he plays "Frank, the chemist"
and dies in an explosion in an illegal drug lab. In Sin City , he plays the priest killed by Marv in the
confessional.
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You have a rat in your toilet? How does this ultimate rat invasion actually occur? First, it could easily sneak
into grates or manhole covers open to the street. Residential sewer pipes feed into the main tunnel. A rat might
consider this path an irresistible opportunity for exploration. Its sharp claws allow the rat to scale almost any
vertical surface. Now it faces the biggest test: Is this even possible? The underwater passage leaves no room
for error. At a turn, the rat finds a pocket of air, just enough to help it push on How does it collapse its body
like that? When squeezing through a constricted space, the pressure causes the ribs to give way. At the spine,
the ribs are hinged allowing them to effortlessly collapse. How does the rat deal with all that What if someone
flushes? Rats paddle with their back legs while the front feet steer. The tail also works as a kind of rudder.
Rats have incredible staminaâ€”they can tread water for three days straight! And they can hold their breath
underwater for up to three minutes. This aquatic proficiency is the very reason rats became global travelers.
Long distance swimming enabled them to hitch rides on boats and colonize new shores.
Chapter 4 : See How Easily a Rat Can Wriggle Up Your Toilet
Moved Permanently. The document has moved here.
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Matt the rats incredible creations las creaciones, matt the rats incredible creations las creaciones increibles de raton
mateo matt the rat series la serie de raton mateo buy matt the rat's incredible creations/ las.

Chapter 7 : Matt Groening - Wikipedia
Matt the Rat's Incredible Creations Author: Lorenzo Liberto The Matt the Rat Series A new series of books "Featuring an
exuberant young rat, the playful artwork perfectly captures the outgoing spirit of the lively protagonist.
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Matt the Rat's Incredible Creations Liberto, Lorenzo AR Quiz No. EN When their old television set finally breaks, Matt
and Maggie do not know what to do until Grandmother advises them to invent things that will keep them from being
bored.
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Matt's strats help the rats with bats in hats make the
calendrierdelascience.com?list=PLu_Jc10gF_fAD0pmOv8r_sGoTKDj-XZ.
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